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Summary: Comevo is a Southern California Software company that assists Higher Education Institutions 
with hosting a dynamic and interactive online Orientation program. Prior to the implementation of this 
software students who missed the in person Orientation programs over the summer would complete a 
static on demand presentation through our LMS Blackboard to fulfill their Orientation requirement. 
Orientation programs were moved fully online for students in 2020 due to the COVID-19 virus and global 
pandemic. First-Year Programs in the Office of Student Success, wanted to ensure that online 
Orientation provided a more engaging and content rich program that could also interact with our SIS 
Banner to provide a more streamlined experience for the students and better process management for 
the department. Last year 2433 students completed the Orientation modules. Orientation holds 
previously were manually released but are now being automatically released for new students upon 
completing the modules.  The Graduate, Athletic and International departments also moved vital 
student transition information into this system to assist with the onboarding of their new student 
populations. The Comevo software came with a number of built-in features as well as  advanced 
accessibility features. The IT department on campus assisted with the integration of this new software 
by setting up Single Sign-On access for students that now lives behind the myWSU Portal wall in the New 
Student Information Channel. Additionally, IT was able to assist to get the modules connected to Banner 
to automatically release student holds upon their completion of the online Orientation modules. IT 
continues to be a great partner and supportive of the initiatives of First-Year Programs, and looks to 
assist in ways to provide a user friendly experience for both our new students and the department 
employees.  
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